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ODFW Fish Passage Administrative Rule Revision Initiative  

Virtual TEAMS Meeting - December 14, 2021 (2pm to 5pm)  

Meeting Minutes 

Virtual TEAMS Meeting Started at 2:00 pm 

Meeting Attendees:  

ODFW: Greg Apke, Alan Ritchey, Josh Hanson, Katherine Nordholm, Pete Baki, Christopher 
Claire, Renee Coxen,  

Task Force Members (Rules sub-committee): Terry Turner, Bill Cunningham, Ken Bierly, Steve 
Albertelli, Fred Messerle, Zak Toledo, Kelly Moore 

Absent: April Snell 

Members of the public:   Suzy Liebenburg (NRCS), Vaughn Collins (Northwest Hydraulic 
Consultants), Katlyn Woodruff (NRCS),  Dave Shively, Craig Herman (Oregon Cattlemen’s 
Association), Aaron Beavers (NMFS), Brian Posewitz, April Zohn, Allen Gillette (ODOT), Russ 
Bartlett (RDG), Steve Liske, William Brennan (FPAC-NRCS), Dick Vanderschaaf, Jena Carter, Ed 
Hughes (CoosWa), Cash Chesselet (ODOT), Conrad Ely, Jefferson Jacobs, Gary Diridoni (NRCS), 
Mark Rodgers, Liz Ransom, Michael Moses, Jillian McCarthy, Kelly Moroney, Zac Mallon(LNWC), 
Doris Small (DFW), Pad Smith (DFW), Sharon Waterman 

(With possible other attendees joining throughout the online virtual meeting.) 

Welcome and Introductions  

Greg Apke started the meeting at 2:00 pm. The task force members present introduced 
themselves. Apke walked through the agenda and asked if the task force members reviewed 
the agenda and minutes. Apke introduced tide gates as the main topic today and introduced 
Chris Claire and Vaughn Collins. Apke stated that tide gates are a big issue recently and wanted 
the public to know that this was a great opportunity to comment.  

Review and Consider Draft Revisions from the Previous Meeting  

Apke asked if there are any changes from the November 23, 2021 meeting minutes.  No 
changes were identified and Bierly moved to approve the minutes. Cunningham seconded the 
motion. Apke has considered these minutes final and mentioned they will be posted to the fish 
passage website. Apke stated that there will be three presentations by Apke, Claire and then 
Collins. Apke asked folks to hold their questions until after the presentations. Apke stated that 
the meeting is being recorded.  
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Tide Gates  

Apke shared his screen. Apke presented a PowerPoint presentation to provide the background 
on tide gates and the issues involved in understanding the fish passage challenges and the 
challenges of replacing them. Bierly stated that it’s important that design solutions are not the 
only way to fix bad tide gates. Bierly suggested going to congress and finding a source for 
funding for landowners. When originally installed there was funding for flooding involving tide 
gates. Apke stated that Business Oregon has identified $3 million dollars to assist landowners. 
Apke also stated that efficiencies in permitting will help as well.   

Claire presented a PowerPoint on the ecology and importance of the habitat that tide gates 
impact. Claire then showed a video of juvenile coho feeding at Winter Lake. Hughes provided a 
comment in the chat that the MTR is like the float mechanism in the back of a toilet. Jefferson 
Jacobs asked in the chat if we are holding public comments until 4:15. Moore asked about the 
numbers of fish that were produced and mentioned that from Claire’s talk showed that the 
quality of fish may be more important and asked if there was a report on it. Claire said that you 
can get a higher survival rate with healthier and bigger fish. He stated that Winter Lake creates 
additional feeding area that they would otherwise be restricted from. Claire stated that this 
area of the Coquille is hostile in the winter, and this gives them better food sources and refugia. 
Claire stated that salmon need to site feed and the area produces more fish and produces 
healthier fish. Apke stated that the large acre investments can be achieved also in small acre 
areas and that these projects are scalable. Claire stated that he showed a large, medium and 
small project. Messerle stated that these tidal areas, if you can give fish access to them, are like 
a grow lot for fish and that what we don’t know is way bigger than what we do know, and they 
are constantly adapting the operation of the tide gate and water levels. Messerle stated that 
they hadn’t considered initially how important the “reservoir” size on the inside is. He stated 
that when you see larger fish it makes sense that their survivability is really enhanced. Claire 
talked about the perception of the projects. He stated some landowners were willing to be 
involved in a progressive approach and that the other landowners are in a wait and see to see 
how the cattlemen view the project over time. Apke stated that this was funded outside of the 
landowner and that if the projects are flexible there should be opportunity for other projects.  

Collins presented a PowerPoint on the hydraulic considerations and streamlining of the design 
aspects of tide gates. Collins was disconnected before he was able to finish the presentation. 
Apke stated he has struggled with what was the most important between minimizing water 
velocity and open tide gate time. Apke stated that the OAR’s should find a balance between the 
4 or 5 criterion Collins described in the presentation that achieves a maximum ability for the 
landowner to manage their lands and the most opportunities for fish to go up and downstream 
during the tide cycle. Apke said this is a challenge because every site is unique. Collins was able 
to reconnect and continue the presentation. Kelly Moroney left a comment in the chat asking if 
Collins could clarify the comment that MTRs are rarely an option for lands that are subsided 
and stated that many of the historic agricultural lands have experienced subsidence. Vaughn 
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addressed the comment in the course of his presentation. Cunningham asked about subsidence 
and ocean level increase and if these created additional problems or solutions. Collins stated 
that subsidence is very common on coastal floodplains, and that soils oxidize, and compress 
and 4-5 feet of subsidence can happen. In these situations, the relative sea level is rising, and 
drainage gets increasingly difficult. Sea level rise will have similar results. Increasing flooding 
will also be an issue. Toledo asked about performance standards versus design features in the 
draft rules. The design features are if-then statements which may lead to applicant looking for a 
solution. Toledo thought the performance standards may be a better solution and asked 
Collins’s perspective. Collins thought the performance standard is an easier and better way to 
go. Collins did seem to think some criteria like a side hinge gate should be included. Apke stated 
that the regulatory challenge is how are those performance standards monitored and met. The 
monitoring could be onerous. Apke rhetorically asked how you would sign off on a tide gate 
project using performance standards only until after it was constructed. Toledo said you would 
have to hire a hydraulic modeler. Claire discussed sea level rise and that its useful to use better 
technology to drain better. He addressed durability on MTR’s and that there’s a lot of learning 
to still be done. He did mention that the Kentuck tide gate (Coos Bay) has been working about 
11 years with no issues. As far as performance standards you need to keep in mind the 
hydraulic power. He mentioned some cheaper gates don’t last and durability is important. 
Messerle asked Collins that they are doing their best to mimic nature and asked about the 
importance of sizing and capacity. Collins mentioned that Winter Lake is a unique and big 
project. In some of the hydraulic modeling and storage was so massive he didn’t think anyone 
could afford the gate size and structure to optimally run it. One argument for MTR’s is that it 
lets fish pass bi-directionally. May consider barrel velocities that are higher so they can wait for 
the tide. Messerle stated that even on smaller sites the improvement in habitat access can be 
dramatic. Claire stated that some options may have reduced technology and materials but still 
see acceptable results. Cunningham asked about the garage door approach. He asked if there is 
a need in the rules to address alternatives that do work if not explicit in the rules. Apke stated 
ODFW is open to creative solutions. The slide gates take automation and have needs such as 
power. Cunningham asked if there is flexibility in the rules for creative solutions and if that 
needs to be incorporated. Toledo stated this gets to the design criteria versus performance 
measures he mentioned earlier. Toledo didn’t see that option in the rules and thinks that 
should be an option for owners. Apke asked Collins his experience with slide gates. Collins said 
there is a long history of using just that its expensive to install and needs power. You would 
have to have a power source but would provide a lot more flexibility, but you are definitely 
increasing the complexity. Collins thought there would be limited application. Claire stated you 
would have to have criteria on how to manage a slide gate whereas an MTR is hands off. Claire 
stated there is a lot of adjustment in the slide gate openness. Cunningham suggested there 
needs to be an option C. Apke stated that an Option C already exists in the OAR’s within for 
experimental structures and design exceptions. Messerle said slide gates are a matter of 
scalability. On large projects there is a big investment with a big payoff. Messerle stated that a 
5-acre piece doesn’t need as much attention as a 250–500-acre piece. Messerle stated that at 
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Winter Lake, if fully open, it would be full in one half hour and asked if its better to meter it. 
Messerle asked if it’s better to have higher velocity but keep it open longer. Apke said we could 
exercise more thought on velocity versus openness. Apke stated we haven’t looked at 
treatments in the culvert to reduce velocities. Claire stated that fish come by at huge peak flood 
events. He talked about the number of fish that can access the habitat behind the tidegate. 
Claire thinks that the open period is more important than velocity.  

Apke stated that there will be a product out in fall of 2022 to provide a tool for landowners.  

Discussion of Public Comments and Consideration of Draft Revision 

There was no time for this prior to the public comment period.  

Public Comment Period (~45 min)  
Public comments were opened at 4 PM. 
 
Leo Kuntz (Nehalem Marine) provided written comments provided on 12/14/2021 which were 
provided to the Rues Sub-committee prior to the meeting. 
  
Kelly Moroney, the refuge manager for USFWS refuges on the Oregon Coast, asked about 
subsidence and sea level rise and how will ODFW consider fish passage and the life of the 
project. He asked if there are other options that are cheaper that may meet those objectives. 
Apke stated that ODFW looks at how those fish passage plans meet fish passage criteria. Apke 
stated that we do expect conditions to change. Apke said ODFW encourages applicants to 
consider future conditions. Apke stated the rules are designed to be flexible and hopes that can 
accommodate this issue. Claire stated that if you can’t drain your pastures, you can take your 
tide gates out.  
 
Moroney asked about the pet doors on tide gates and asked for a description. Claire said it used 
to be a flapper gates but now it is a solid frame with a set openness. They seem to hold up well 
to conditions.  
 
No further public comments were provided and Apke closed the public comment period at 
4:11pm. 
 
Given less than expected public comments, Apke went back to and continued with the 
Discussion of Public Comments and Consideration of Draft Revision 
 
Apke shared his screen with proposed language on revisions to the tide gate section. Apke 
started with 635-412-0035(4)(c) and asked about folk’s experience with other materials besides 
aluminum. Apke stated that there is discretion around the 4’ gate minimum based on 
hydraulics or site conditions. He wanted to make clear that a smaller gate would be allowed if it 
meets the site conditions. Bierly asked for a reorganization so it states fish passage must meet 
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the following criteria and then language later on that could be considered. Apke said that it 
could be discussed at the next meeting. Messerle commented on materials other than 
aluminum, and suggested HDPE material may be useful for smaller tide gates. He believes they 
are available up to 8’. Apke stated that the culvert itself does not need to be aluminum, that 
the rule pertains to the gate. Messerle states that he believes there are alternatives to 
aluminum which may have possibilities. Cunningham suggested that the regulation should say 
the door should be aluminum or a similar light weight material. Cunningham asked how long 
aluminum lasted in a saltwater environment. Messerle stated that it’s a marine grade 
aluminum. Cunningham stated some marine grade aluminum need maintenance. Cunningham 
thought plastics may be developed that could be a better option. Apke stated that Nehalem 
Marine is a large manufacturer and installer of tide gates in Oregon and that if there is a better 
product, he thinks it would have previously been brought forward. Apke will follow up on this 
issue. Toledo asked about the number of tide gates and that many are very small and that many 
will look for an easy solution. Toledo says it seems like a study is needed and brought up 
flexibility versus certainty. Toledo is looking for something that says when you have certain 
conditions, that the rules provide the sizing and type of guide. This would eliminate the time 
and cost of a study or an engineering firm. Toledo is looking for an “easy button” for small tide 
gates. Turner stated that we don’t state specifics for stream culverts. He asked if the same 
process would be applicable here. He stated that design guidance could be provided in a 
separate document. Apke discussed rules versus guidance, and he thinks ODFW needs to 
provide future guidance on tide gates. The balance on this is difficult to be able to approve on 
the front end if an action is good for fish. Guidance documents are not currently available.  
 
Apke went to the sentence on design flows considering tidal exchange, stream discharge and 
storage volumes upstream of the tide gate. Cunningham thinks water “retention” is a better 
term then “detention”. Apke asked Collins. Collins suggested using “water storage volumes”.  
Apke discussed section (d) considering tide elevations and suggested maybe the language be 
changed to a design flow of 6” deep unless natural conditions preclude this. Toledo stated that 
velocities and depths are a technical limitation and setting an elevation may be a limitation. 
Bierly stated we need to be careful about terminology in water storage and it relates to OWRD 
authorities, and we don’t want to affect that. Beavers stated that the OAR’s have good 
definitions for flow but allowing the designers to define the tide cycle may have issues. Beavers 
thought the phrase “as appropriate” may be better than the -1 NAVD88. This would include 
adding language as to what “as appropriate” means. This elevation may work for some areas 
but not others. Apke mentioned again that this design goal may be best suited in a future 
guidance document versus rule. Apke thought there may be a way to define “as appropriate” in 
the OAR’s. 
 
Apke moved to the next section (e) regarding water management plans for MTR’s and 
expressed a need to know and understand how the landowner will manage the operation of 
the tide gate (seasonally) and the water surface elevation controlled by the tide gate. This is the 
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reason for a water management plan, which is presently required by NOAA Fisheries for tide 
gates. Toledo thought an extra task for the gold star standard doesn’t seem fair. Apke said they 
need it for Federal approval and that we would include it to be in alignment with NOAA, 
particularly for high priority restoration tide gate projects. Claire stated that these can be two 
or three pages in length and do not necessarily be overly complicated and lengthy. Claire 
suggested language on the minimum requirements for a plan. Toledo said the bulleted 
requirements for the plan would be helpful and would address his concerns. Bierly wants to 
avoid a requirement for two separate water management plans to meet state and federal 
requirements. Apke thought they could make an accommodation to address this. Apke stated 
this may be better addressed in a guidance document.  
 
Apke brought up the note regarding high quality habitat and that considering pet doors and 
MTR’s. He mentioned ODFW does not have these high-quality habitats mapped yet, but are 
working on a habitat quality tool for tide gates. Messerle asked if we have a definition of an 
MTR. Apke said no. Messerle asked if a mitigator qualifies as an MTR and we may want to 
consider a definition or define what type of device it is. Collins stated that MTR is trademarked, 
self-regulating tidegate is a better term. Claire said a MTR is one that is managed whereas a 
mitigator is self-regulating. Messerle stated you can adjust a mitigator using a mechanical cam 
that can be adjusted. Messerle stated that if the functionality to adjust water levels is present, 
we need a definition. 
  
Apke will look at Bierly’ s comments before the January 11, 2022 meeting.  
 
NOA’s – New Issues for Consideration  

Apke asked for NOA’s, none were provided.  

Meeting Recap & Action Items  

Apke expects to discuss tide gates at the next meeting also as well as low water crossings. The 
section after that the next OAR section is the mitigation section (OAR 635-412-0040). 
Cunningham asked ODFW to consider abandoned tide gates. Apke thought this was a good idea 
but expressed difficulties with this (ownership). Cunningham thought this should be consistent 
with other barriers.  

Action Items: 

Apke will make language adjustments as suggested during the rule discussion.  
Apke will look at Bierly’s comments before the January 11, 2022 meeting.  
Add abandoned tide gates to the next agenda.  
Apke will post the presentations online on the ODFW web after meeting. 
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Meeting Adjourn  

The meeting was adjourned at 4:58 PM.  

 

Miscellaneous Comments from the MS Teams Meeting Chat: 

2:05 Christopher Claire: Fred Messerle has joined! 

2:41: Ed Hughes: For general reference, MTR mechanism is equivalent to what you find in the 
tank of a toilet bowl 

3:17: Kelly Moroney: Can Vaughn clarify the comment on MTR’s are rarely an option for lands 
that are subsided – many of the historic agricultural lands have experienced subsidence. 

3:17: Kelly Moroney got it…highly subsided 

3:25: Conrad Ely: Can anyone speak to the post-implementation maintenance of MTR's? How 
frequently that occurs, what kind of costs are involved, etc?  

3:25: Christopher Claire: I can speak to that a bit 

3:56: Terry Turner: Great Information. Thanks! 

3:56: Christopher Claire: Vaughan, your presentation was very clear, precise, excellent. 

3:58: Christopher Claire: Greg, I will be present, however, back in 5 min 

4:07: Kelly Moroney: I like that idea 

4:10: Kelly Moroney: Thanks to the rules team and tide collaborative for looking for solutions 

4:18: Christopher Claire: Fred, do you believe that UHMW materials with perhaps a seal that is 
tougher would perhaps work on smaller gates? 

4:20: Vaughn Collins: Plasti-Fab makes plastic gates, also fiberglass. You may want to specifically 
exclude tide-flex type gates 

4:21: Christopher Claire: Does marine grade aluminum need to be specified? 

4:22: Vaughn Collins: many gates are in brackish or freshwater areas with less corrosion issues 
i.e. Winter Lake? 

4:23: Christopher Claire: Perhaps the rule change might note marine grade aluminum or "of 
similar weight and durability" 
4:35: Vaughn Collins: Suggest something like " placed at one foot below MLLW during normal 
river flows" 
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4:47: Jillian McCarthy: In addition to these comments, one of the major goals of the Tide Gate 
Partnership has been around regulatory coordination and alignment. Including water 
management plans in this rule set, works toward accomplishing that goal. 

4:53: Ed Hughes: self regulating and muted tide regulator tide gates should be 'default open' 
based on water elevation level trigger. 


